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Dr. Irwin Oster

Howard Metzenbaum

Oster says power plant unsafe
by Harold Brown
Managing Editor
Dr. Irwin I. Oster, professor of biology
and anatomy is currently studying the
wording of letters sent to a Cleveland
newspaper, University President Dr.
Iliillis A. Moore and himself by Toledo
Edison, in an effort to determine if
certain phrases used by Edison are
libelous.
Toledo Edison's letter to President
Moore charged that Dr. Oster "ought to
be more careful of his facts."
Edison pointed out that they were
discouraged by Oster's "attacks" on
their power plant but made it clear that
he was entitled to present his
arguements.
Edison's letter to the Cleveland Press,
which had carried an earlier story about
Dr. Oster, was worded nearly the same.
Dr. Oster also received a letter in
which Edison tried to discredit the
Cleveland Press and Dr. Oster about
statements made concerning the
proposed Davis-Besse Nuclear Power
Plant.
Dr. Oster questioned Edison's handling of the affair at a public hearing
concerning the power plant in Cleveland
last Saturday.
"I was utterly shocked that a multimillion dollar industry should resort to
such attempts at intimidation when the
onrv thing I had done thus .ar was express .concern about the adverse environmental effects which may result if
adequate precautions are not taken," Dr.
Oster said.
The meeting was sponsored by the
U.S. Interior Departments Student
I'ouncil On Pollution and Environment

i SCOPE I.
William I,. Fleming, meeting
chairman said Cleveland Electric
Illuminating, working with Toledo
Edison in building the plant, sent a letter
to Walter J. Hickel last week asking why
the hearing was still going to be held.
Twenty-one representatives of
various civic and environmental activists spoke to about ISO people who also
represented environmental interests and
conservation groups.
Toledo Edison and Cleveland EUotric
Illuminating were both invited to attend
'he conference but neither attended, Dr.
Oster said.
"I feel that, we the local people, must
decide what the environment will be like
for our ourselves and for our-xhildren,"
Dr. Oster said.
Dr. Oster also said," I am only attempting to point out that at the present
stage of our knowledge there must be a
moratorium on the construction of any
new nuclear power plants."
Dr. Oster said that he would prepare a
statement for President Moore concerning his actions in connection with the
proposed power plant.
Dr. Oster speculated that Toledo
Edison and CEI wanted the SCOPE
hearing cancelled because the power
companies thought their proposal to
install cooling towers at the plant would
quell ali controversy.
Dr. Oster said that he wrote the
Atomic Energy Commission and Hickel
on July 24 concerning the "site
preparation" being done at the proposed
location of the power plant.
In the letter, Dr. Oster asked, if this
site preparation was legal if done before
Edison was granted its license by the '

AEC.
As of yesterday no reply had been
received from either office.
Dr. Oster said that he called
Washington last week to check the status
of his request but was told that if had
been referred to another person in the
department.
"Radiation is difficult to detect
without delicate instruments but once
present it cannot easily be washed
away," he said.
'.'Furthermore, a little dose of
radiation today will cause a little damage
today and a little dose tomorrow will
cause a little more damage and soon we
will have a great deal of damage," Dr.
Oster said.
In concluding his remarks before the
public hearing Dr. Oster asked the group

to consider two questions.
1) "If nuclear power plants are so safe
(as Toledo Edison has spent thousands of
dollars trying to convince us of by their
advertising campaign! then why is the
United States government the only one
willing to assume the major portion of
the insurance for such a plant."
2) "Even someone with the most
pessimisstic outlook must admit that
northern Ohio will not need the extra
electricity to be generated by the
proposed Davis-Besse in the near forseeable future but New York City is
already experiencing a power shortage.
Then, why is it, that a nuclear power
plant is not being constructed somewhere
in New York City?"
"In other words the population density," Dr. Oster said, is to high in and

around New York City and therefore
there is a risk to too many people.
"Because of this reasoning we must
conclude that a single human being in
New York is worth more than a single
human life in a town or farm in Ohio,"
Dr. Oster said.
Howard M. Metzenbaum, Democratic
candidate for the U.S. Senate, urged a
delay in building such facilities until the
state can be assured to be radiation-free.
Dr. Oster said that plans were underway with the two local environmental
groups, CAVE, Campaign Against
Violence to the Environment, and LIFE,
laving In A Finer Environment to
produce a pamphlet to inform residents
of the area about the proposed power
plant an its possible effects.
Dr. Oster called the pamphlet an

Mayor asks study

Group to study charter system
Bowling Green
Safety-Service
Director Walter Zink told City Council
Monday night that work on the Thurstin
St. project has been delayed but Sept. IS
has been set as the completion date for
the project.
Zink said unexpected rock formations
were found near the surface and gas
main had to be moved because it was not
buried deep enough to permit construction of the new pavement.

The city will pay about $.10,000 as its
share of the project with the University
paying the remainder of the bill.
When completed, Thurstin St. will be
four lanes from Wooster St. north to Pike
St. and three lanes from Pike to Ridge St.
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie told council that
he believes the city's governmental
structure needs to be reviewed and
studied.
He recommended that Russell Cross

Jr., president of council, appoint a blue
ribbon committee to study the governmental structure of the city.
"A charter form of government would
be more responsive to local needs and
wants than the statutory form of
government, because Bowling Green's
citizens would provide for the
distribution of municipal powers and
changes in such distribution as they see
fit, rather than releying on the General

Studies show fly ash
lowest amounts possible
Recent studies of the University
power plant have indicated the plant is
emitting the lowest possible amount of
fly ash and smoke under the circumstances, according to Dr. K.H. MrKali, vice president for the administration.
He said a
study
completed
by Schmidt and Associates, consuultanl
engineers and combustion experts fron
Cleveland, served to increase the efficiency of the plant which supplies all
heat and hot water to the University.

H..MUl. by !_»,, Prilwm

the university power plant has caused several residents to
claim damage to their automobiles as a result of the fly

attempt at public education and said that
the two groups would probably sponsor
several meetings concerning the power
plant during the coming weeks.
Vicki Evans, co-chairman of UFE
also addressed the hearing Saturday
saying that "we may be bearing more
than our share of the burden for
something we won't be using the bulk
of," in refering to the fact that only 30 per
cent of the power produced at the
proposed plant would be used in northern
Ohio.
Evans also said that the cooling tower
proposed by Toledo Edison to combat
thermal pollution would be "trading one
environmental insult for another. She
believes that the tower will cause ground
fog, highway icing, harm to land-based
wildlife and hazards for small aircraft.

ash released from coal combustion.

Dr. McFall said as a result of the
study the plant experienced "improved
efficiency of combustion to the greatest
degree possible short of converting to
another type of fuel.
The University is using the "best coal
for this type of boiler," said Dr. McFall.
The coal, he said, is a lesser pollutant
than other types of coal available.
Dr. McFall said conversion of the
plant would be on the top of the list of
priorities for the University for the next
budgetary request to the state.
Administrators have said repeatedly,
however, that finances are only one
problem that must be overcome to

convert the 19-year-old heating plant to
either gas or oil, or a combination of
both.
According to Dr. B.D. Owens, vice
president for research and financial
affairs, alternative fuel supplies will be
limited for approximately five years.
He also said that companies could not
guarantee that the necessary quantities
would be available even then.
Dr. Owens cited several other
problems that would occur as a result of
the power plant conversion.
He said that due to a layer of rock
close to the ground's surface, oil tanks of
sufficient capacity could not be buried.
"We'd have to put storage tanks above
ground," he said. "Gas is the ideal thing
but the gas company can't supply us until
1975."
Dr. Owens said a proposed filter
would eliminate much of the dirt in the
area, but would not eliminate the other
problems area residents are experiencing as a result of the plant.
Several residents of the area immediately surrounding the plant have
begun to press for conversion because of
damage to their automobiles allegedly as
a result of the fly ash from the plant.

Assembly and its actions as is the case
under the current form of government,"
Mayor Skibbie said.
About 10 years ago, the charter
system was put before the voters, the
mayor said, but it was defeated.
The mayor also said that if the blue
ribbon committee found that the charter
system merits no presentation to the
citizens then the matter should be
dropped.
Mayor Skibbie then warned council
that the charter system does not solve all
problems, either, but makes council the
policymakers of the city.
Council can be much more flexible
under this method, the Mayor added.
Mayor Skibbie said that he was
currently attempting to talk with census
officials in Toledo, regarding Bowling
Green's census but he has not been able
to contact anyone.
The traffic commisssion meet before
the council meeting and decided to
designate Clough St. as a second main
artery to the east side of the city.
The commission also discussed the
truck parking problem on E. Court St.
They are currently studying a plan that
would reserve four parking places in the
E. Court parking during certain hours of
the day for deliveries.
The commission has sent letters to
nearly 30 companies who make
deliveries to stores in the E. Court area to
get their reactions to the plan.
The idea was tabled until more replies
to letters are received.
Fire Chief Howard Rutter told council
that he had met with several industrial
firms in the city last week to inform them
of the department's policy on burning
rubbish.
Several industries were fined for
illegal burning last week Rutter said and
several complained that they thought the
fines were not fair because private
citizens are allowed to burn leaves in the
streets.
Rutter told the businessmen that the
leaves are burned under certain conditions closely watched by the department.
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'We have met the enemy../
By I ruin I Osier
Faculty column
Several weeks ago I had heard about
some of the details concerning the
proposed Davis-Besse nuclear power
plant to built near Port Clinton from Miss
Vicki Evans and her group "LIFE"
(Living In a Finer Environment).
This is an organization of University
students who are not only vitally concerned about the quality of our environment but are seeking ways and
means of actually doing something
constructive about it.
Unfortunately too many of us have
been content for too long with just
wringing our hands and bemoaning the
fact that conditions are bad and rapidly
getting worse.
This latter type of
behavior is often called "gathering
data."
After some further inquiries, it
became apparent to us, in spite of a
vigorous advertising campaign by
Toledo Edison to the contrary, that the
plant as presently proposed, would pose
an unnecessary and highly dangerous
radiation hazard for many of the present
and future residents of northern Ohio.
This conclusion was reached on the
basis of my own work as well as that of
countless other scientific investigators.
Even if a major accident does not
occur, the present design will allow
some radiation, in the form of both
energetic rays as well as radioactive
particles to escape within and outside the
plant.
This is irrefutable although we have
observed that there have been both
deliberate and unwitting attempts to
confuse the public on this point.
Since we definitely know that for
many of the agonies capable of being
caused by radiation there is no threshold■even a small amount will cause
someone, somewhere , some harm-

whether it's a cancer of the breast here,
or a miscarriage there, or a mentally
abnormal child seems to represent only a
gruesome detail of the whole story.
But of course, like with automobile
accidents, it will always happen to the
next guy-never to ourselves, to our own
wives, to our own children, to our own
relatives, to our own close friends.
Never? Well, hardly ever!
I feel that I am still not too old to be
enough of an idealist to believe in the
Judeo-Christian ethic concerning the
sanctity of man.
The one or several thousands of lives
which would be ruined and-or lost
because of the presence of the proposed
power plant seems far too expensive a
price to pay especially since there are
safer alternatives.
I was deeply hurt to learn that the
students' and my concern for human life
(whether it's a single life or many does
not seem relevant) was greeted with
letters being sent by an official of Toledo
Edison to the Cleveland Press and the
President, Dr. Hollis Moore, of our
University implying that I was not only
incompetent but also dishonest!
While a person's ability should be
open to criticism and question, as a
parent and a teacher I deeply resent
slurs being cast upon my integrity!
Originally I had considered only
writing an explanatory note to justify my
actions to the press and President Moore.
However, having learned that this
type of tactic is all-too-frequently employed by the power companies involved,
namely that of exerting pressure through
a superior or discrediting a witness, I
decided it would be in the best interests of
the public to blow the whistle on the
corporation.
While the personal attack on us
ieuphemistically called an "act of
courtesy" by the Toledo Blade in which
Edison advertises extensively) only
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represents a minor aspect of the situation
it does serve to point out the disregard
(verging on contempt) which large
corporations often have for the public.
One does not have to look much further for more flagrant and cruel
examples such as Edison's attempts to
appropriate land from the local residents
of the Oak Harbor-Port Clinton area even
before the power company is legally
empowered to construct a plant there.
In any case, avUi.sk force of scientists
from the northern Ohio area is currently
being organized to delineate clearly the
inherently dangerous portions of the
proposal to construct a nuclear power
plant in this area of the country.
It would take us too far afield to delve
into this now.
For openers, I would like to raise
three interrelated questions amongst the
many more which must be answered
satisfactorily before the construction of a

nuclear power plant is permitted in our
community.
In the meantime and until all the
uncertainties with regard to human
safety are solved, the most rational
approach to the situation would be for the
public to insist upon at least a temporary
moratorium on the construction of
nuclear power plants:
1. If nuclear power plants are so safe
I as Toledo Edison has spent thousands of
dollars in trying to convince us of by their
advertising campaign (then why is the
United States Government the only one
willing to assume the major portion of
the insurance for such a plant?
Insurance companies are willing to
insure such "articles" ranging from
Evelyn West's bosom to factories making
dynamite and other explosives. Why not
nuclear power plants? At the present
stage of the game I think that anyone can
supply me with the answer.

2. Again, if radiation and radioac- plant is not being constructed somewhere
tivity are so safe why does every
in New York City?
"homeowner's policy" contain a soCertainly some poor neighborhood
called Nuclear Clause-"The word fire' can be condemned and a plant sited
in this policy or endorsements attached
there-the borough of Manhattan is
hereto is not intended to and does not
surrounded by water which can serve as
embrace nuclear reaction or nuclear
well as the waters of Lake Erie (if not
radiation or radioactive contamination,
better) for cooling purposes.
all whether controlled or uncontrolled,
I am afraid that at the present time
and loss by nuclear reaction or nuclear
such an undertaking would be frowned
radiation or radioactive contamination is
upon even by the United States Atomic
not intended to be and is not insured
Energy Commission because of lack of
against by this policy or said enfeeling for that one human life I have
dorsements, whether such loss be direct
been talking about. In other words, the
or indirect, proximate or remote. . ."? population density is too high in and
3.
Even someone with the most
around New York City and therefore
pessimistic outlook must admit that there is a risk to too many more people.
northern Ohio will not need the extra
Because of such reasoning we must
electricity to be generated by the -conclude that a single human being in
proposed Davis-Besse plant in the near New York is worth more than a single
foreseeable future but New York City is human life in a town or farm in Ohio! I
already experiencing a power shortage. cannot buy that.but of course that may be
Then, why is it, that a nuclear power only because I live here and not there.

letters policy

news Lerrers
aged bluffers
"Is this high beer?"
Pretending to act surprised, under 21year-old customers of South Side "6"
liquor store ask this question when trying
to illegally purchase six percent "high"
beer.
Jim Taylor and Don White clerks at
South Side "6", held a survey recently
which disclosed that out of 23 under-age
customers trying (o illegally purchase
•high" beer, 19 asked, with a look of
pseudo-surprise, "Is this high beer''"
In the liquor store, there is a sign over
the "high" beer cooler which reads"For low beer, you must ask the attendant."
Unfortunately, most of the under-age
customers (referred to as "bluffers" by
the attendants or clerks at the store l
pretend they never saw the sign and help
themselves to a six or eight pack of
"high" beer.
Whenthe bluffer comes to the counter
to pay for his supposedly "low" beer, he
is asked if he has any identification.
The bluffers have developed several
methods to cope with this situation.
One method the bluffer uses is to

reach into his back pocket and act as
though he left his wallet in the car.
He then leaves the store to get the
wallet, never to return.
Another method is the best-buddy
routine.
Using this method, the bluffer usually
says to the store clerk, "Come on, you
know me! I come in here all the time. Is
my ex-1 (ioni,ile | the bluffer doesn't know
his ex-n"mutes name) working tonight?
He's the guy with the blond hair. He
knows I'm 21."
The third method is used by the
female who comes into the store wearing
a bikini bathing suit and when asked for
proof of age, she says, "Where would I
carry an identification card? Don't I look
21?"
This is the most effective method.
The classical method used by the
bluffers is the dumb-dumb routineacting as though he hasn't the vaguest
idea that he has "high" beer in his hand.
Using this method, the bluffer usually
gapes at the clerk with innocent basset
hound eyes and says. "Is this high beer?"
The bluffer often overlooks the
possibility that both he and the clerk
could be fined up to $500 for illegal

alcoholic sales.
Bob Chandler

The News welcomes University
community opinion on current Issues and
problems, and urges students, faculty
and staff to voice those opinions through
letters to the editor and opinion columns.
However, columns are not restricted
to Issue*. Interesting and informative
columns are also welcomed.
Due to our desire to bring you the
views' of the largest cross-section
possible, however, we request that letters be no more than 300 words, and
columns no more than four typewritten
pages.
Litters and columns should be typed,
triple-spaced, and contain the name,
address and telephone number of the
author.

blasts Edison letter
This is a part of a letter that was
written by LIFE to Mr. John Barker,
Vice-President, Public Relations, Toledo
Edison. He is the one that had recently
corresponded with Dr. Oster about the
radioactivity etc.
"Our group is not very pleased with
the way Dr. Oster was reprimanded for
his statement to the press about
radioactive releases from your proposed
nuclear power plant.
"We feel that it is one matter far you
to be interested in his statement but to
handle it by writing to our University
President and to the Cleveland Press
editor is another subject for concern.
"It seems such normal concern for
public health in this matter need not be
met with a callous attack on one's integrity.
"By treating a University group's
advisor in such a way places the student
members in a very precarious position.

It should be pointed out that radioactive
emissions are not only extended to the
atmosphere through leakage from the
reactor but also other radioactive substances will be released.
"It is common scientific knowledge
that the release of this kind of radioactivity from nuclear power plants is in
condenser cooling water in addition to
the releases from the reactor.
"Thusly, we would have to disagree
with you on your statement that no
radioactivity would be released in this
manner.
"Therefore, we suggest that you
volunte*-!;,, correct your own statement
cr. -us matter for the same reason you
corrected Dr. Oster and in the process,
perhaps reconsider even apologizing for
your statement to Dr. Oster on this
matter of public health."
Vicki Evans
Chairman of L.I.F.E.

Program 'Bridges' educational gap
By Sandra Caldwell
The Summer Bridge Program is one to help economically
and educationally deprived students "bridge" the gap between
high school and college, according to Franklyn Jackson,
director of student development.
The students, graduates of the Upward Bound Program
which deals with high schools students, come to the University
for a full ten-week summer quarter during which they study
biology, mathematics, English and speech.
Unlike most summer freshmen, the "Bridge kids" will
enter regular classes this fall instead of attending a branch or
waiting until winter quarter to come back, said Jackson.
Jackson stressed the fact that these young people all have
"good college potential," and lack only the background which
would enable them to begin their college careers on an equal
basis with other freshmen.
"As a group," he said, "the Bridge program people are
more conscientious than regular students because they know
the value of a college education."
"Hopefully," Jackson said, "the program will serve as a

motivating force in helping these kids to do their best in
college."
Jackson and his staff actively recruit people from inner city
high schools in Cleveland, Dayton, Cincinatti, Toledo, and
Columbus.
They work only in Ohio because financial aid is a part of the
program and the office is not prepared to deal with out-of-state
fees.
Apprehension is the second big problem that Jackson and
his staff must combat.
Because "Bridge kids" or their families frequently have
been caught in a web of bureaucratic red tape, there is a very
real fear that they may be "caught in the computer" and
forgotten, he said.
Jackson and his staff work closely with the students to
provide individual tutoring as well as counciling students in
personal and financial problems.
In accessing the success of the program, now in its third
year, Jackson said that the grade spread for juniors who came
in as Bridge people is about the same as that of any other group
of studenta.

Bridge tote*. Jerry Hard and Hiram Tanner work ami strategy far helping students ta the program.
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Jerry Fisher — 'self taught' designs
By Sara Courtney
Jerry' L. Fischer, director of publications, is a man
Bowling Green can be proud of. In the two-and-one-half years
Fischer has been here, the Publications Office has grown not
only in size but in stature.
The staff in the office, which is on the fifth floor of the
Administration Building, has doubled in two years. The office
now has four full-time members. Fifty jobs were completed a
year before 1968 with no design done in the office.
This year Bowling Green's Publications ranked seventh in
the country when compared to 1700 universities. With 325 jobs
in 1969. the University is doing more than a lot of schools of a
much larger size.
Fischer estimates 500 total jobs for this year, which is
exceptionally high in comparison to other schools.
The unique thing about the way the jobs are handled at the
University is that the entire job is done in the office on
campus: designing and editing both said Fischer.
Only three of the schools in the top ten rating do their own
designing. The rest hire that part of the jobs out, he said.
Before 1968, no design was done on campus, but Fischer
brought his "self-taught" design knowledge with him and
right away he began changing the outlook of Bowling Green
Publications.
Using bright colors and unusual designs, his work soon
became well known on campus and elsewhere.
Work for the office is attracted "simply on the basis of
quality That's the only way of attracting work," said

Fischer.
The Publications Office "operates as a service to the
campus," according to Fischer.
Academic and other areas come to the office with their
needs and desires and the job is done with a "certain amount
of control," he said.

A sample of the work done in the office includes the
University Bulletin, New Student Handbook, Alumni News,
theater programs, pre-registration material, and the campus
telephone directory.
A lot of the work done at Bowling Green is done differently
than at other universities.
"We're not at all concerned with what other schools are
doing. We're concerned with New York and what business is
doing," Fischer said.
"I tend to be an ad-man and I think in ad man terms. The
University is a business and we're promoting a commodity."

Awards are nothing new to Fischer and his staff. Fischer
personally has won 32 awards for his work since 1964: 19 for
design and 13 for writing or editing.
Eighteen of these awards have been won at the University.
Before coming to Bowling Green, Fischer was Assistant
Director of Publications at Michigan State University.
He received a journalism degree from MSU and worked in
the sports information office there.
He was also a stringer for the Chicago Tribune, and did

sports writing, as well as work for his hometown newspaper
in Jackson, Michigan.
With all of this in his background, Jerry Fischer sees
himself as a "total kind of communication person," with a
combination of all the areas involved his work: design,
writing, photography.
"I can think and isolate a problem or message that the
audience doesn't know, think through the problem and get
the message across. I try to put myself in the audience and as
What would reach me?' " he said.

One of the first things Fischer did at the University was to
change the name of the old "Bowling Green Magazine" to
"Bowling Green Today."
This magazine has undergone a transformation in this
time. One issue consisted entirely of advertisements. This
was the first time a university had attempted such a thing.
Fischer predicts that "twenty to thirty schools will do it
next year."
Fischer said he is "not sure some of the publications are
really worth the time...in terms of the total approach of the
University." He looks at the University in the terms of how it
has to be promoted in the best manner.
"We're trying to move much more in that direction," he
said.
When Fischer came to the University in January, 1968, his
office was located on the eighth floor with Cliff Boutelle in the
News Service Department. But the jobs expanded and a
move was made to the present location.
The three other members of the staff all have their own
part in the total production. When an office has between 38
and 50 jobs going on at the same time, it has to be busy.
These jobs may be in the designing, proofing, bidding,
supervising of the printing, or in the final execution stage.

Martin discusses UA0 events
Jerry Martin, who has
replaced Peter Vale as
Director of Union Activities
Organization,
foresees
spontaneous concerts, 60
campus movies, and two
major tours for the coming
school year.
Martin came to campus in
1960 as Assistant Manager of
the University Bookstore and
later managed the Little Shop
and Cardinal Room before his
appointment as Director of
UAO, a voluntary student
organization that schedules
various campus activities.
Last spring he began to
prepare himself for his new
job by working with Vale, who
is now working on his masters
degree.
UAO will hold one spontaneous concert per quarter,

according to Martin.
Besides the regular free
campus movies and fine films,
Martin said the coming year's
Campus Showcase will feature
such films as "Bullet,"
"Rachel Rachel," and "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Wolfe?" for
$1.
UAO will sponsor a tour to
the heart of Europe during
June and July, and a spring
break tour to the Caribbean,
both at student rates, according to Martin.
The selecting of musical
groups will depend upoivthe
preferences of the students
this fall and the availability of
the musicians, he said.
"When a good group is in
the area, we sometimes can
get them to play at a decent
price in the middle of the
week," Martin said.

Jerry Fischer

TO
DO
6
—a®*— CL3SSIFIED —a*®* — TOD8Y
terry Martin

per person. 5 blocks from
campus. Call Dave 353-4605 or
leave name & number.

RIDES

Needed: Kide to Findlay any
afternoon. Call 352-7377.
2 girls to share 4 girl apt,
furnished, central head and
air, $60 per month plus
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
utilities. Off-street parking
available. Contact Robert R.
Waitresses needed, exp Harms, 353-0055 before 4:30
preferred. Petti's Alpine p.m. Mon-Fri.
Village. 353-0512. 117 N. Main
Apt. for fall, 354-3473.
St.
Coif at Briar Hill, North Will pay for extra graduation
Baltimore. Open to public.
tickets. 352-7279.
Wanted: One off-campus
student interested in the offcampus housing scene. Part
tune with the Student Housing
Association. No experience
needed. No pay involved. See
Tim. 420 Student Services
Bldg., 1-3 p.m.

For sale: Guild 12-string
guitar., in new condition, 18
months old. $400 new. With
Case. Asking $225. 352-7045.
1963 Ford Convertible. Good
condition. 354-9474.
For sale: '61 Pontiac, $295,
good condition. 352-0445.

RENTALS-SALES
KELLEYS lSLAND--profs
and L! r art student rent quaint 3oedroom apt. all conveniences, weekly rate $74.
746-2634.
Room near campus, refrig
and cooking. Phone 352-7365.

For sale—1957 Harle 165
motorcycle. Call 354-0604.
For sale: Modern portable
Admiral 4 speed record
player; Kodak camera;
transistor radio; used 1 umber-mahogany paneling. Call
Ted. 352-7262.

Female roommate for fall
quarter. Call Linda, 372-4487.

Cartable model 7000 8 track
home stereo tape deck. Solid
Male roommate for fall. $50 state construction. Walnut

VU.I'.MIIT:

panelled. Excellent condition.
Made by Brog-Warner. 2
months old. With 3 tapes, $50.
352-0711.
Wanted: Stereo 8 track cartridges. Will trade of buy. Call
after six. 354-5472.
Trailer for sale, close to
campus. Call 354-5205 after 6
p.m. Thurs. only.
For sale-Camera Yashica S-L
Super. $150, call 354-8915.
'69 Honda CB350. Best offer
over $500, call 354-1495.
For sale: '68 Honda 305cc,
contact Doug, 353-7962 or 4254
E. Wooster.
Yashica Model EM "2V
camera, w-case. Built-in light
meter. Excellent shape. $60.
VW top-of-car luggage rack,
$10. Call 352-5341.
Vatan's-194 S. Main St.
Everything for everybody
from all over the world.
Typewriters, adders, &
calculators. Sales, Service &
Rentals. 227 S. Main. 352-7780
til 8 p.m. Sat till 5.
The Brothers of Phi Alpha
Gamma congratulate Miss
John Short, the 1970 Queen of

roriMrW

' COLLEGE STUDENT
SPECIAL

47< OFF

MONDAYS
ONLT!

John: "The Nose Knows,"
even though it's rather
sweaty -Judi
I need room or apt. for fall
quarter only. Call Steve, 3526609.
LOST: Brownish-black purse
with gold chain and flap. Call
Ruth, 352-6680.
FREE! Free Watermelon.
Aug. 26, 3:30 p.m. Sterling
Farm.

The New University class
concerning changes in the
grading system will meet at 7
p.m. in the main lounge,
Harshman D.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

August 26
A watermelon cutting will

SPECIAL

Male roommate needed for 2
man apt. in fall. Furnished,
air conditioned, walking
distance to campus. $70 mo.
Call Paul, 372-3375.
Hoof it with the "epitaph"
Aug. 27, 9 to midnight, MidAm Room.
2 bdrm. apt. available Sept. 1
in l.uckey at 2424 Main St.
Ph. 833-4611. Call after 5 p.m.

TONIGHT ONLY
AUG 20th

Caps and gowns for
the
August
commencement will be
available Monday in the
Student
Services
Forum.
Students should
bring their rental
deposit with them.

TWO FREE COKES
WITH ANY PIZZA

352-5221

NOW
THRU
AUG. 25
Eve. at 7:45
Sat. & Sun. at 2:00, 5:10
&8:20 _

i;i:<Hu;i:< Mori
H.IHI .MALDKN

PATTON
ASaliilKUialfctal

BLUE BOOK BLAST!
Dance to

Ezra Hopkins Epitaph
Thursday, 9-12, Mid-Am Room .

University Summer Theater
presents

Kmtiidd) fried ^kidm,

Pa. Ml MM

(XA-ZEL
2 Big Weeks

Caps aid fowls

a farce
by Mo/iere

JIMMY JOHN'S

be held at 3:30 p.m. at Sterling
Farm. The event is open to
members of the University
community.

"Scapin," the University
Theatre's final production of
the summer, will open at 8
p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre. The play will run
through Saturday evening.

" SCAPIN "

in* N. Hall

t

Ted Bumiller, will
present his second
travelogue of the
summer
at
the
University on Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in 105 Hanna
Hall.
This trip, Bumiller
will show an all-color
film of Germany and
Scandinavia.
Included in the film
are scenes of vineyards
and Bavaria, a tour of
Bonn, Germany and the
University
of
Heidelberg.

Sweat.

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIFE

**J «•«
BOX DINNER
«" 98«
pa toffees. Aug. 24. 1970 LbmK OK Dfeaer Per CHMI

Bumiller presents film

JOE E. BROWN THEATER
AUGUST 20-22. 1970
Adults 11.00

Reserved Seating
Students: ID card and 10*

-FEATURING-

IRS

1

Vfi^-J

r

w|E S
r>.~^M

k
V

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Coarse Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30-8
Sundays 7:M - 7:N

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

BPlii*
412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS
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Falcon trackmen head
Ohio all-star listing
By Dennis Leone
Sports Writer
In possibly their best
season ever, the BGSU track
team, led by Junior Sid Sink,
sophomore Dave Wottle, and
senior Jeff Huston, placed 15
Falcons on the 1970 Ohio
Collegiate Track and Field
Honor Roll.
Sink, Wottle, and Huston
were the only Falcons that led
their respective events among
all other Ohio collegians. A
performance ranking in the
top ten was the criterian
needed to make the Honor Roll
list.
Sink, an All-Amcrican in
both track and cross country,
was the only athlete to rank in
four different events. His new
Ohio collegiate record time of
8:40.9 in the steeplechase was
more than l.'l 1:1 seconds agead
of the next best time held by
Miami's Denny Bavham.
Sink also ranked second in
the 6-mile run with a time of
29:06.5, fourth in the 3-mile in
a new BGSU record of 13:47.2,
and eighth in the mile at
100 Yard Dash
9.5 J. Harris, O.S.U.
9.5 J. Hill. O.S.U.
9 5 K Smith. Central State
9.5 I.. Turner, K.S.U.
9.5 W. Walker. Wilberforce

4:10.9.
WotUe, the NCAA runner
up in the mile, led the halfmile group in an Ohio record
time of 1:47.8. He was the only
individual to hold down top
spots in two events, as his best
time of 3:59.0 in the mile was
was more than five seconds
faster than the nearest
competitor.
Wottle also
ranked fifth in 3-mile, right
behind Sink, in a time of
14:00.0.
Jeff Huston, the MAC and
All-Ohio javelin champ, was
the only other Falcon with a
performance that led the
Honor Roll. Huston's leading
toss of 233*11 was also a new
BGSU school record.
Other fieldmen in addition
to Huston ranked in the top ten
were junior John Trill, tying
for fifth in the pole vault at
150'' I tying the BGSU
record);
freshman
Awn
Adelana, sixth in the triple
jump:
sophomore
Mike
Worth, seventh in the hammer; sophomore Mark Trace,
tying for sixth in the high
jump; and weightman Jeff

Booms, eighth in the discus
and tenth in the shot put.
Sprinters making the list
were senior Paul Zitko, whose
new BGSU record time of 14.0
in the 120-yard high hurdles
ranked second; sophomore
Gary Osborne, tying for fourth
in the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles in a time of 53.5 (tying
the BGSU record); and senior
Bobby James, tying for sixth
in the 100-yard dash with a
clocking of 9.5.
In addition to Sink and
Wottle, several other Falcon
distance men ranked high
among Ohio runners. Freshman Steve Danforth had a
good year ranking third in the
mile in 4:08.0, and sixth in the
3-mile; freshman Tracy
Elliott placed third in the 6mile and ninth in the 3-mile;
sophomore Rich
Breeze
ranked ninth in the mile at
4:12.3, and tenth in the
steeplechase; and sophomore
Jim Ferstle placed ninth in the
6-mile.
Other new Ohio collegiate
marks recorded besides those
by Sink and Wottle, were set

4:04.4
4:0" 0
4:08.1
4:08.7

14.5 B. Hanneman. Wiltenburg

D. Prysecki, OS.U.
S. Danforth, B.G.S.U.
Stewart
K. Snowden, Miami

3000 Meter Steeplechase
8-40.9 S. Sink, B.G.S.U.
'-•20 Yard Dash
8:54.4 D. Bayham, Miami
21.2 Walker
9:08.9 Snowden
-Ml J. Wallace, Cleveland 9:09.3 M. Fischer, O.S.U.
Stale
9:18.2 R.Stapleton, Cincinnati
21.4 T. Graham. B.W.
21.4 Smith
3 Mile Run
21.5 R. Preiffer. Capital
13:41.5 D. Scorrar. O.S.U.
13:43.6 E. \orris, K.S.U.
■>40 Yard Dash
13:46.1 B. Bertelson, Ohio U.
47.2 J. Marshall. O.U.
13:47.2 Sink
48.2 J. Bachman, Miami
14:00.0 Wottle
48 5 It Huffman. Miami
48.5 D. Mayhcr. Cincinnati
6 mile Run
48 6 A. Anderson. O.U.
27:57.6 Bertelson t
29:06.5 Sink
880 Yard Run
29:25.8 T. Elliott, Bowling
1:47.8
D. Wottle. Bowling Green
Green I
29:59.0 SCOT- ,r
1:50.5 J. Fabian, Ashland
29:59.4 D. rieid Miami
1:52.7 D. Stewart, Miami
1:52.8 Dick Schornstein, O.U. 120 Yard High Hurdles
1:53.2 B. Tolley. Marietta
13.9 J. Barber, O.S.U.
14.0 P. Zitko, B.G.S.U.
Mile Run
14.3 J. Heinrich. O.S.U.
.1:59.0 Wottle
14 4 G Ober. K.S.U.

NOW THRU
TUES.AUG. 25
WERE CELEBRATING OUR .'.'ml ANNIVERSARY THIS WEEK. SO COME ON OUT
AND JOIN IN MORE FUN, AND EXCITEMENT,
THAN ANYONE COULD EVER CRAM INTO
SEVEN NIGHTS.

by Ohio University's Bob
Bertelson and Ron Hungarter,
and
Kent
State's
Al
Schoterman.
Bertelson
smashed the old mark in the 6mile run in an NCAA winning
effort of 27:57.6, while
Hungarter and Schoterman
set their records in the discus
and hammer with respective
distances of 180'9" and 192'7".

The New Orleans Saints
face their toughest pre-season
test Saturday night and they
won't exactly be in the best of
health to do It.
The Detroit I ions meet the
Saints in a game in New
Orleans and Saints' coach
Tom Fears says he expects
the lions to be tough. In fact,
he thinks the lions are even
better than the San Diego
Chargers, a team the Saints
50'5" Lanier
47'1" R. Fuller, Miami
46'6" B. Freshmater, Mount
Union
46'4" B. Thompson, Hiram
Shot Put
55'1 V D. Stimpson, O.U.
53'3V R. Kuzma, K.S.U.
52'10" E. Bergman, Maimi
52'5" J. Caldwell, Ohio U.
52'3'y B. Bibbee, Wittenburg

High Jump
6*10" G. Cameron, Miami
6'10" S. Fisher, Miami
6'8" H. Hupp, OS.U.
6' 8" G. Smith, O.U.
6'7" M. Bachman, Miami

Discus Throw
180'9" R. Hungarter, O.U.+
179'4" P. Miller, Miami
168'4" M. Debevc, O.S.U.
165'9" A. Schoterman, K.S.U.
157'9" E. Bergman, Miami

Pole Vault
15'10" S. Wallick, Miami
15'7"
D. Coad, Baldwin
Wallace
15'6" K. Koch, Ohio State
15'5" C. Best, Denison
15'4" C. Noth, Wooster

Hammer Throw
192'7" Schoterman+
188'8" Hungarter
185'3" D. Uitch, O.U.
172'8" R. Kavanaugh. OU.
166'1" A. Kirkland. K.S.U.

I ."in: Jump
25'4" A. I.IIU.T, Cincinnati
24'V I.. Tabb, Central State
240'' T. Crawford, Ohio U.
2.T9V J. Helm, Wooster
23'9l<" N. Vanway, Otterbien

Javelin Throw
23.T11" J. Huston, B.G.S.U.
2307" R. Meabon, O. U.
22.T10" D. I«one, Miami
222'8" R. Madsen, OU.
211'3" B. McDowell, Miami

Triple Jump
51'4'j M. Tiff, Maimi

STADIUM

Cinema I*'
PLAZA

SHOPPING

1 (^oQtlfr St.ol 1-7}

CENTER

Oppo».te

H, ■

BGSU

Fooibo

— DELIGHTFULLY AIR CONDITIONED —
Wednesday August 19, thru Tuesday Aug. 25 Free
Admission to couples celebrating their anniversary
during ours. Bring certificate. Free Admission to
anhone born on August 22. Free Admission to cars
with license No's ending in 22. Train rides and
balloons for the kids. Every 22nd car admitted free.
Special anniversary tickets good for celebration
week in 1971.

Friday & Saturday
Nights Only
Live Organ Music From Our
Concession Stand,
Courtesy Bigelows Music Shop.
Candy For The Kiddies.
\ND SUNDAY NIGHT ONLY FREE CAKE AND
OFFEE TO FIRST 100 IN ATTENDANCE
"OIRTESY TONY'S BAKERY FREMONT, OHIO.
PLUS ON THE SCREEN. TWO FUN FILLED.
COMEDY CRAMED. ALL FAMILY HITS.
AT 9:30

AT 11:30

WhM «h*y rake you

for mn out of townsr,
I hey r a ally take you.

Best Actor

>■

Box Office Open 1:45

CineiRdf'

Kvrnin

"■■ 7:i°**■*

Sit. & Sun. Mat.
L':I0 A 4:50

HELD OVER - 4th s««b Wt.kim
AMthcr Ntw First For lowliii Green.
"AIRPORT" is a great film all the way!"
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

RAVES! . . RAVES! . . RAVES!
M SITNSi: I II I .Kill
EXCITING! .
A REAL
STAND On!" RUTH ELGUTTER. TOL. TIMES
"Solid EnterUiameat! . . . Everythlng-CUck!
MOST ENJOYABLE!" NORM DRESSER, BLADE
• nuw nun 11 (i MOC. : ic*

AIRPORT
BURT LANCASTER • DEAN MARTIN
JEAN SEBERG- JACQUELINE BISSET
ADULTS - $1.25

CHILDREN 14 * UNDER - il.M

.Cinoma-J)*" J^JX; 6:4S pmNOW

JACK lEMMMUNOY KIMS
I—
TKOUMF-TMMBB

TRUE
GRIT

H««sph«lo by L«rry Fwll«rl«n

THE OBJECT of the game is to get the other guy before he gets you. As a sport,
demolition derby ranks with professional wrestling and roller derby. Still, it drew a
record grandstand crowd as the grand finale at the Wood County Fair.

Two Fa/cons

win compete Track ambassadors return
wHh Italians
two of Bowling Green's
outstanding trackmen have
been selected to compete in an
international track meet next
month in Italy.
Sid Sink, who just returned
from the trip to Central
America, and Dave Wottle.
will be leaving Saturday for
the World University Games
at Turvin. Italy. They were
invited earlier this summer by
the U.S. Track and Field
Federation.
Their trip will be sponsored
by the Falcon Club.
According to Falcon coach
Mel Brodt. Sink will probably
run his specialty, the 3000
meter steeplechase, while
Wottle will run either the 1500
meters or 5000 meters. The
games will be held September
2-5.

Um

^^ ^^ ^

Running inside an active
volcano and making friends
and influencing people were
recalled
as
the
most
memorable moments of the
three-week Central American
tour concluded last week by
five Uviversity trackmen and
Falcon coach Mel Brodt.
"I think we acheived the
type of victory we were after." indicated Brodt upon the
return from their five-nation
tour that included 25 clinics
and three competitions in
Guatemala.
Honduras,
Nicaraqua, Panama and
Costa Rica.
"All the people we encountered seemed to have a
great thirst for any information about track we

CATCH 22
IS THE MOST MOVING,MOST INTELLIGENT, THE MOST HUMANE - OH, TO HELL
WITH IT! - ITS THE BEST AMERICAN
FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!
It comes as close to being an epic human comedy as
Hollywood has ever made! Alan Arkin as Yossarlan
provides the film with its continuity and dominant style
Arkin is a deadly serious actor, he projects intelligence
with such mono-maniacal intensity, he is both funny
and heroic at the same time. Nichols remains, as he
was before, one of our finest directors." """"NY " «'s
• IIS ONE HELL OF A FILM1 A COLD. SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY1 Firmly establishes Nichols' place in the front rank of
American directors."
anucc WIUMMSON. »HUOI
"Viewing Arkin is like watching Lew Alcindor sink baskets or
Bobby Fischer play chess. A virtuoso player entering his
richest period! A triumphant performance!"
-MM HAOUINC

Sot 8. Sun Mat ot 2:15, 4:40
1 *■■ • MH'WVIIWU

2nd Great Week
"Head straight for Getting Straight!'
-»O0 Smlmtw WrMSftM.o

John Wayne
in

lace just one week before the
regular season bruins
l-ast Saturday's game in
the
Houston
Astrodome
produced more than its normal share of bumps and
bruises, leaving the team
short-handed for practice
sessions this week.
Players and coaches alike
complained about the Astroturf in Houston, saying it is too
thin for football and beginning
to wear out in spots.
The Saints will return to.
Bowling Green after Saturday's game and resume
practice sessions until the end
of next week. They will break
camp for the last time when
they leave for Jackson.
Mississippi, and a game with
Boston. Following that game,
they will set up a training
camp at their facilities in
l.iiinsliiii;i

BOWLING GREEN'S NEW AUTOMATED TWINS!!!
,»

Academy
Award Winner

•*r-

Tough lions
*
next for Saints

440 Yard Intermediate Hurdles
52.7 R. Sollman, Wooster
52.9 B. Baker, Ashland
53.1 S. Stargell, Cincinnati
53.5 O. Cureton, Ohio U.
53.5
G. Osborne, B.G.S.U.

STADIUM

Mil

■OBHinvn « * -•'

ftrHrHNSFUl

c*

JWIKUl

ELLIOTT GOULD-CANDICE BERGEN
SmMta HNIMNM M' W twin tatum anew enw

Continuous

&

«►.

SESTRICTED-.No en* under 17 '»
admitted unlcn with Parent.
— ALWAYS STRICTLY ENFORCED! I —
THE MANAGEMENT.

D Now Showing!

3500 Seeor «d., Adjacent to Westgote

""u.

could give them.
The enthusiastic receptions that we
received at our clinics were
amazing. The people there
are starved for knowledge and
we were happy to try and
answer all requests," said
Brodt.
Making the trip, which was
sponsored by the State
Department and the Track
and Field Federation, were
junior Sid Sink. 1970 NCAA
steeplechase champion;
senior hurdler Paul Zitko;
freshman miler Steve Dan-

Mascot dies
after illness
Prince Frederick, the
University's only live Falcon,
died last month of a
respiratory ailment, brought
on by lack of exercise.
Head Falconeer Bill Achbach reported that the bird
had been ill since last
December. He said the fact
that Prince Frederick was
kept only as a display bird and
the lack of proper exercise
were contributing factors.
Achbach said there will
still be birds on display for
athletic events, since the
"Falcon" program also includes four red-tailed hawks.
There are no plans to replace
the falcon until the breeding
program can be expanded.

forth; senior Jeff Huston, in
the javelin, and 1969-70
graduate Jim Reardon in the
discus.
Huston and his javelin
caught the fancy of the crowds
everywhere the Falcons went
since the event is very new to
Central America. "Everyone
wanted to either throw the
spear or watch the 'big blond
American' throw it," recalled
Brodt.
Sink and Danforth had the
experience of running a few
laps around the inside of the
active Irazu volcano in Costa
Rica. Sink termed it "running
on the moon."
The main competition was
in Costa Rica where Sink won
the 1500 and 5000 meter races
ahead of the nations national
champion with Danforth
finishing second in the 1500
and third in the 5000.
Brodt recalled the most
humorous incident on the trip
as the heated basketball
The Falcon coach talked
about the Central American
approach to track. "Almost
everyone wants to be running
a race all the time whether it
is during a workout or a meet.
Sink would be going through
his workout with some other
runners and they thoroughly
enjoyed finishing ahead of
him.
A lot of them are
probably telling their countrymen that they beat the
American champion Sid
Sink."

Tractors to pu
Bowling Green will host
the fourth annual National
Tractor
Pulling
Championships this weekend, a
unique competition pitting
tractors against each other in
a load-pulling contest.
As with automobile racing,
there wiU be two classes of
tractors--stocks
and
modifieds. Stocks are tractors
as they come from the
manufacturer or, in some
cases, the fields. Modifieds
are those tractors especially
redesigned for competition
and aren't used in farming.
Some of the modifieds include
those with airplane and armored tank engines.
There wiU be three weight
classes in each category.
Action will begin tomorrow
at 2 p.m. with preliminary
competition In the 5,000 pound
classes. A tractor drag will
follow.
On Saturday,

preliminary heats will be run
at 9 a.m., 1 p.m., and 7 p.m.
The finals in all classes will
begin at 1 p.m. Sunday. Prior
to the finals, which should
include 72 tractors, there wiU
be a Parade of Power.
The price of admission U
$2 per day. A season-ticket for
the three-day affair is 15.
Tickets are on sale now at the
Central
Administration
Building at the fairgrounds
and will be on sale at the gate.
Over 20,000 people are
expected to attend.
i

:

IM staMltags
1.
2.
2.
2.
5.
5.

Softballs...M
Bafafa 10...2-1
Nads...2-1
Nohings...2-l
Bench Warmers. .0-3
Saints...0-3

:;

